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Intercultural Communication
With effective climate change mitigation policies still under development, and with
even the most aggressive proposals unable to halt climate change immediately,
many decision makers are focusing unprecedented attention on the need for
strategies to adapt to climate changes that are now unavoidable. The effects of
climate change will touch every corner of the world's economies and societies;
adaptation is inevitable. The remaining question is to what extent humans will
anticipate and reduce undesired consequences of climate change, or postpone
response until after climate change impacts have altered ecological and
socioeconomic systems so significantly that opportunities for adaptation become
limited. This book summarizes a National Research Council workshop at which
presentations and discussion identified specific needs associated with this gap
between the demand and supply of scientific information about climate change
adaptation.

The Problem of Wealth
This important multivolume work sheds light on current—and future—research on
cultural universals and differences in personality in their evolutionary, ecological,
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and cultural contexts. • Uniquely brings together diverse topics and theoretical
viewpoints related to personality across cultures, including cross-cultural, cultural,
indigenous, evolutionary, and neuroscientific perspectives • Provides a thorough
picture of current knowledge as well as directions for future research • Comprises
31 chapters by leading international researchers discussing their respective areas
of expertise • Addresses personality broadly defined to include universal and
indigenous traits, personality types, the self, emotion, motivation, values, beliefs,
and life narratives • Draws on cultural samples from every continent except
Antarctica

The Praeger Handbook of Personality Across Cultures [3
volumes]
Though the scientific community largely agrees that climate change is underway,
debates about this issue remain fiercely polarized. These conversations have
become a rhetorical contest, one where opposing sides try to achieve victory
through playing on fear, distrust, and intolerance. At its heart, this split no longer
concerns carbon dioxide, greenhouse gases, or climate modeling; rather, it is the
product of contrasting, deeply entrenched worldviews. This brief examines what
causes people to reject or accept the scientific consensus on climate change.
Synthesizing evidence from sociology, psychology, and political science, Andrew J.
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Hoffman lays bare the opposing cultural lenses through which science is
interpreted. He then extracts lessons from major cultural shifts in the past to
engender a better understanding of the problem and motivate the public to take
action. How Culture Shapes the Climate Change Debate makes a powerful case for
a more scientifically literate public, a more socially engaged scientific community,
and a more thoughtful mode of public discourse.

Formation for Life
Secondary Data Analysis Provides students and seasoned researchers alike with an
accessible introduction to secondary analysis. The book is divided into two
sections: Part I Provides psychologists with a set of accessible methodological
primers, including chapters on using short forms of scales; analyzing survey data
with complex sampling designs; and dealing with missing data.(Readers are
assumed to possess a working knowledge of multivariate analysis.) Chapters in
Part II provide Compelling examples of secondary data analysis in various kinds of
psychological research, including development and aging, behavioral genetics,
cross-cultural psychology, and the psychology of political affiliation. --

Affluence Without Abundance
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CULTURE AND PSYCHOLOGY, 5E illustrates why and how psychologists should
account for cultural factors in their efforts to explain and understand behavior. The
authors' cross-cultural framework gives students the tools necessary for evaluating
psychology from a cultural perspective, while the inclusion of the most current
research highlights the relationship between culture and psychology. In addition,
the text encourages students to question traditionally held beliefs and theories as
and their relevance to different cultural groups today. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Secondary Data Analysis
The Oxford Handbook of Organizational Climate and Culture presents the breadth
of topics from Industrial and Organizational Psychology and Organizational
Behavior through the lenses of organizational climate and culture. The Handbook
reveals in great detail how in both research and practice climate and culture
reciprocally influence each other. The details reveal the many practices that
organizations use to acquire, develop, manage, motivate, lead, and treat
employees both at home and in the multinational settings that characterize
contemporary organizations. Chapter authors are both expert in their fields of
research and also represent current climate and culture practice in five national
and international companies (3M, McDonald's, the Mayo Clinic, PepsiCo and Tata).
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In addition, new approaches to the collection and analysis of climate and culture
data are presented as well as new thinking about organizational change from an
integrated climate and culture paradigm. No other compendium integrates climate
and culture thinking like this Handbook does and no other compendium presents
both an up-to-date review of the theory and research on the many facets of
climate and culture as well as contemporary practice. The Handbook takes a
climate and culture vantage point on micro approaches to human issues at work
(recruitment and hiring, training and performance management, motivation and
fairness) as well as organizational processes (teams, leadership, careers,
communication), and it also explicates the fact that these are lodged within firms
that function in larger national and international contexts.

Paying for Culture
Every passing day brings new headlines about climate change as politicians debate
how to respond, scientists offer new revelations and sceptics critique the validity of
the research. In Climate, Culture, Change, these many political, economic and
scientific uncertainties that today inundate our collective consciousness are
analyzed in a way that reveals the cultural scope of the challenge. This alternative
view to the still dominant scientific and political economic discourses is clarified by
focusing on the climate changes currently occurring in the Canadian north, and the
challenges they are posing to both Western climate research and Inuit knowledge
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or Inuit Qaujimatugangit. Through various dialogues, the book contemplates the
value of an intercultural response to the current northern and global climate
threat.

Culture and Psychology
Physical Culture
Oxford presents, in one convenient and coherently organized volume, 20 influential
but until now relatively inaccessible articles that form the backbone of Boyd and
Richerson's path-breaking work on evolution and culture. Their interdisciplinary
research is based on two notions. First, that culture is crucial for understanding
human behavior; unlike other organisms, socially transmitted beliefs, attitudes,
and values heavily influence our behavior. Secondly, culture is part of biology: the
capacity to acquire and transmit culture is a derived component of human
psychology, and the contents of culture are deeply intertwined with our biology.
Culture then is a pool of information, stored in the brains of the population that
gets transmitted from one brain to another by social learning processes. Therefore,
culture can account for both our outstanding ecological success as well as the
maladaptations that characterize much of human behavior. The interest in this
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collection will span anthropology, psychology, economics, philosophy, and political
science.

Household Sustainability
ÔThe question Chris Gibson and his colleagues answer in this book is simple: ÒWhy
is it not easy being green?Ó In 20 concise, focused and accessible chapters Ð from
birthing to dying, from toilets to Christmas Ð they unveil the ambiguities,
instabilities and paradoxes of affluent household living in the 21st century. In so
doing, they temper the easy rhetoric of sustainable lifestyles with some authentic
realities drawn from the affluent world. Earth system science is showing us the
deep complexity of our material planet. This book brilliantly reflects back to us the
complex materiality of our cultural lives.Õ Ð Mike Hulme, University of East Anglia,
UK Contrary to the common rhetoric that being green is ÔeasyÕ, household
sustainability is rife with contradiction and uncertainty. Households attempting to
respond to the challenge to become more sustainable in everyday life face
dilemmas on a daily basis when trying to make sustainable decisions. Various
aspects of life such as cars, computers, food, phones and even birth and death,
may all provoke uncertainty regarding the most sustainable course of action.
Drawing on international scientific and cultural research, as well as innovative
ethnographies, this timely book probes these wide-ranging sustainability
dilemmas, assessing the avenues open to households trying to improve their
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sustainability. The authors engage critically, and constructively, with the
proposition that households are a key scale of action on climate change. They
confront dilemmas of practice and circumstance, and cultural norms of lifestyle
and consumerism that are linked to troublesome environmental problems Ð and
question whether they can be easily unsettled. The work also illuminates the
informal and often unheralded work by households Ð frequently the poorest Ð in
reducing their environmental burden. This important book is critical to
understanding both the barriers to household sustainability and the ÔunsungÕ
sustainability work carried out by householders. Containing a unique combination
of science and cultural research, this fascinating book will appeal to researchers
and students of environmental science, environmental studies, sustainability
studies, climate change adaptation, geography, sociology, cultural studies, science
and technology studies, as well as energy studies and housing research. Policymakers in various levels of government working through sustainability problems,
environmental educators, social planners and sustainability officers working for
governments, will also find much to interest them in this unique book.

Cross-Cultural Analysis
What was the relation between gender and nation when the waiting woman was
displaced by the mobile woman and homes were flattened by bombs? What
happened to notions of femininity, sexual difference and class as women moved
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into the workplace and donned dungarees, military uniforms and utility clothing?

Advances in Culture and Psychology
Led by Amartya Sen, Mary Douglas, and Arjun Appadurai, the distinguished
anthropologists and economists in this book forcefully argue that culture is central
to development, and present a framework for incorporating culture into
development discourse. For further information on the book and related essays,
please visit www.cultureandpublicaction.org.

The European Culture Area
Liturgies and worship resources on a range of subjects and concerns globalisation, food, water, HIV/AIDS, the environment, interfaith dialogue, the arms
trade, prisoners of conscience, 20th-century martyrs, homelessness, racism,
gender, living in commun

International Climate Change Law and Policy
In the global marketplace, negotiation frequently takes place across cultural
boundaries, yet negotiation theory has traditionally been grounded in Western
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culture. This book, which provides an in-depth review of the field of negotiation
theory, expands current thinking to include cross-cultural perspectives. The
contents of the book reflect the diversity of negotiation—research-negotiator
cognition, motivation, emotion, communication, power and disputing, intergroup
relationships, third parties, justice, technology, and social dilemmas—and provides
new insight into negotiation theory, questioning assumptions, expanding
constructs, and identifying limits not apparent from working exclusively within one
culture. The book is organized in three sections and pairs chapters on negotiation
theory with chapters on culture. The first part emphasizes psychological
processes—cognition, motivation, and emotion. Part II examines the negotiation
process. The third part emphasizes the social context of negotiation. A final
chapter synthesizes the main themes of the book to illustrate how scholars and
practitioners can capitalize on the synergy between culture and negotiation
research.

Culture and Public Action
"This text seems perfectly geared to the current generation of highly pragmatic
students, who are eager for structure, for information that is organized and
repeated for easy assimilation, and for steady readouts on how they are doing."
—TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION The Third Edition of Intercultural Communication: A
Contextual Approach is a state-of-the-art introduction to the processes that are
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critical for successful and competent communication with people from different
cultures. Author James W. Neuliep advances his contextual model of intercultural
communication to examine communication within cultural, micro-cultural,
environmental, socio-relational, and perceptual contexts.

The Oxford Handbook of Organizational Climate and Culture
Climate change poses fundamental and varied challenges to all communities
across the globe. The adaptation and mitigation strategies proposed by
governments and non-governmental organisations are likely to require radical and
fundamental shifts in socio-political structures, technological and economic
systems, organisational forms, and modes of regulation. The sheer volume of law
and policy emanating from the international level makes it uncertain which type of
regulatory or policy framework is likely to have a positive impact. The success or
failure of proposed measures will depend on their acceptability within the local
constituencies within which they are sought to be applied. Therefore there is an
urgent need to better comprehend and theorise the role of cultural legitimacy in
the choice and effectiveness of international legal and policy interventions aimed
at tackling the impact of climate change. The book brings together experts to
present perspectives from different disciplines on the issue of international climate
change law and policy. Beginning from the premise that legitimacy critiques of
international climate change regulation have the capacity to positively influence
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policy trends and legal choices, the book showcases innovative ideas from across
the disciplines and investigate the link between the efficacy of international legal
and policy mechanisms on climate change and cultural legitimacy. The book
includes chapters on with a theoretical basis as well as specific case-studies from
around the globe. The topics covered include: land use planning as a tool of
enhancing cultural legitimacy, indigenous peoples in international environmental
negotiations, transnational advocacy networks, community-based forestry
management and culture and voluntary social movements.

New Directions in Climate Change Vulnerability, Impacts, and
Adaptation Assessment
Georg Forster
Discusses how culture both facilitates and inhibits our ability to address, live with,
and make sense of climate change.

Climate, Affluence, and Culture
Cross-Cultural Analysis is the sequel to Culture's Consequences, the classic work
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published by Geert Hofstede, one of the most influential management thinkers in
today's times. Hofstede's original work introduced a new research paradigm in
cross-cultural analysis: studying cultural differences through nation-level
dimensions (complex variables defined by intercorrelated items). This paradigm
has been subsequently used by hundreds of prominent scholars all over the world
and has produced solid results. This new text takes the next step: It critically
examines in one comprehensive volume the current, prevalent approaches to crosscultural analysis at the level of nations that have been developed since Hofstede's
work, offering students and researchers the theoretical and practical advantages
and potential pitfalls of each method. The book is structured into four distinct
parts. Parts I and II focus on the main theoretical and statistical issues in crosscultural analysis using Hofstede's approach and the different research methods
now associated with it. Part II consists of presentations of all well-known (and some
lesser known) large-scale cross-cultural studies since Hofstede's work that have
explained cross-cultural variation in terms of dimensional models. Part III
summarizes the main conclusions to be drawn from the presentations in Part II and
l explains how the proposed models have contributed to our practical
understanding of cross-cultural diversity.

Current Politics and Economics of Japan
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Climate and Culture
From all corners of the world, both inside cities and in the remote countryside, the
cry for "just peace" rings out loud and strong. But, as many will note in this book,
the cry for just peace isn't enough, for just peace requires active faith, working
hands, and willing hearts. Gathered in this volume are essays written from a wide
variety of perspectives, religious traditions, nationalities, and ages (from a sixteenyear-old high school student to an eighty-four-year-old senior professor) that seek
to offer insight toward answering one question: How are "just peacemaking," faith
formation, and discipleship connected within a twenty-first-century context?

How Culture Shapes the Climate Change Debate
This landmark work explores the vibrant world of football from the 1920s through
the 1950s, a period in which the game became deeply embedded in American life.
Though millions experienced the thrills of college and professional football
firsthand during these years, many more encountered the game through their daily
newspapers or the weekly Saturday Evening Post, on radio broadcasts, and in the
newsreels and feature films shown at their local movie theaters. Asking what
football meant to these millions who followed it either casually or passionately,
Michael Oriard reconstructs a media-created world of football and explores its deep
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entanglements with a modernizing American society. Football, claims Oriard,
served as an agent of "Americanization" for immigrant groups but resisted
attempts at true integration and racial equality, while anxieties over the
domestication and affluence of middle-class American life helped pave the way for
the sport's rise in popularity during the Cold War. Underlying these threads is the
story of how the print and broadcast media, in ways specific to each medium, were
powerful forces in constructing the football culture we know today.

The Handbook of Negotiation and Culture
This unique textbook eloquently introduces students to international perspectives
on cross-cultural psychology (both Eastern and Western cultures), adopting a truly
accessible narrative approach throughout. The main thrust of the book's content is
to discuss the framework of culture, family structure, health, and bereavement.
Intercultural interaction—and all of their intersections—and consideration are also
given to methodological and ethical research issues and their application to
differing cultures.

The Origin and Evolution of Cultures
The term "affluent-foragers" has traditionally described the socio-economic
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conditions of some coastal fisher-hunters. It implies a high standard of living
achieved by high levels of sedentism, made possible by efficient adaptation to the
environment. This volume aims to reassess this concept, using case studies from
Australia, South America and Japan.

Nationalising Femininity
CULTURE AND PSYCHOLOGY, 6th Edition illustrates how and why culture influences
mental processes and behaviors in humans, and is relevant for anyone interacting
with people from different cultures. Incorporating current research that highlights
the relationship between culture and psychology, the authors' use a cross-cultural
framework that gives students the tools necessary for evaluating many
psychological processes and principles from a cultural perspective. In addition, the
text encourages students to question traditionally held beliefs and theories and
their relevance to different cultural groups today, and to apply what they learn to
their own lives. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Twayne's World Authors Series
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The British National Bibliography
A sixth edition of this book is now available. Now in a fully updated fifth edition,
this premier text has been thoroughly revised to reflect the sweeping changes the
past decade has brought to Europe. Long hailed for its creativity and intellectual
depth, the book is now further enriched by the expertise of a new lead author,
noted geographer Alexander B. Murphy. In this edition, he has focused on Europe's
role in the wider world and incorporated new research and teaching approaches in
regional geography. The topical organization including environment, ethnicity,
religion, language, demography, politics, industry, and urban and rural life offers
students a holistic understanding of the diverse European culture area."

King Football
With monumental changes in the last two decades, Taiwan is making itself anew.
The process requires remapping not only the country's recent political past, but
also its literary past. Taiwanese literature is now compelled to negotiate a path
between residual high culture aspirations and the emergent reality of market
domination in a relatively autonomous, increasingly professionalized field. This
book argues that the concept of a field of cultural production is essential to
accounting for the ways in which writers and editors respond to political and
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economic forces. It traces the formation of dominant concepts of literature,
competing literary trends, and how these ideas have met political and market
challenges. Contemporary Taiwanese literature has often been neglected and
misrepresented by literary historians both inside and outside of Taiwan. Chang
provides a comprehensive and fluent history of late twentieth-century Taiwanese
literature by placing this vibrant tradition within the contexts of a modernizing
local economy, a globalizing world economy, and a postcolonial and post-Cold War
world order.

Beyond Affluent Foragers
Literary Culture in Taiwan
Quantitative comparisons, including some 75,000 statistics, focus on over 230
nations and the impact each has upon such factors as world economic
development, demographic behavior, and general business policies.

The Handbook of Culture and Psychology
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Confronting Climate Change
“Insightful and well-written . . . [Suzman chronicles] how much humankind can still
learn from the disappearing way of life of the most marginalized communities on
earth.” -Yuval Noah Harari, author of SAPIENS: A BRIEF HISTORY OF HUMAN KIND
and HOMO DEUS: A BRIEF HISTORY OF TOMORROW WASHINGTON POST'S 50
NOTABLE WORKS OF NONFICTION IN 2017 AN NPR BEST BOOK OF 2017 A vibrant
portrait of the “original affluent society”-the Bushmen of southern Africa-by the
anthropologist who has spent much of the last twenty-five years documenting their
encounter with modernity. If the success of a civilization is measured by its
endurance over time, then the Bushmen of the Kalahari are by far the most
successful in human history. A hunting and gathering people who made a good
living by working only as much as needed to exist in harmony with their hostile
desert environment, the Bushmen have lived in southern Africa since the evolution
of our species nearly two hundred thousand years ago. In Affluence Without
Abundance, anthropologist James Suzman vividly brings to life a proud and private
people, introducing unforgettable members of their tribe, and telling the story of
the collision between the modern global economy and the oldest hunting and
gathering society on earth. In rendering an intimate picture of a people coping with
radical change, it asks profound questions about how we now think about matters
such as work, wealth, equality, contentment, and even time. Not since Elizabeth
Marshall Thomas's The Harmless People in 1959 has anyone provided a more
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intimate or insightful account of the Bushmen or of what we might learn about
ourselves from our shared history as hunter-gatherers.

Culture and Psychology
Cultural and cross-cultural psychology and research continue to make strong
contributions to mainstream psychology. Researchers and theoreticians from all
parts of the globe increasingly contribute to this endeavor, enabling cultural and
cross-cultural psychology and research to be one of the most exciting areas of
study in psychology. This book describes the continued evolution and
advancement of the main research domains of cultural and cross-cultural
psychology. Renowned authors not only review the state-of-the-art in their
respective fields but also describe the challenges and opportunities that their
respective research domains face in the future. New chapters cover the teaching of
a culturally informed psychology and the increasing changes and advancements of
cultures and societies around the world and their impact on individual
psychologies. This volume covers standard areas of well-studied concepts such as
development, cognition, emotion, personality, psychopathology, psychotherapy,
and acculturation, as well as emerging areas such as multicultural identities,
cultural neuroscience, and religion. It is a must read for all culturally informed
scholars, both beginning and experienced.
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Hong Kong Tried Democracy
The problem is wealth, not poverty -- Introducing the problem of wealth -- The
centrality of economics in Christian theology -- Economism and the ethic of scarcity
-- When, why, and how? The boundary between economics and theology -- The
current dominant forms of wealth creation and the ethic of scarcity -- Digging for
roots to nourish an ethic of enough -- Social trinity, love, and the ethic of enough -Extensive roots: ecocentric and theocentric visions of economy from a wider
variety of the world's great faith traditions -- Increasing the theological and moral
imagination of the U.S. middle class -- Real people embodying different values -Parables for sharing -- Concluding observations and a call to action

Complex Interpersonal Conflict Behaviour
Providing a compact literary history of the twentieth century in England, Cities of
Affluence and Anger studies the problematic terms of national identity during
England's transition from an imperial power to its integration in the global cultural
marketplace. While the countryside had been the dominant symbol of Englishness
throughout the previous century, modern literature began to turn more and more
to the city to redraw the boundaries of a contemporary cultural polity. The urban
class system, paradoxically, still functioned as a marker of wealth, status, and
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hierarchy throughout this long period of self-examination, but it also became a way
to project a common culture and mitigate other forms of difference. Local class
politics were transformed in such a way that enabled the English to reframe a
highly provisional national unity in the context of imperial disintegration,
postcolonial immigration, and, later, globalization.Kalliney plots the decline of the
country-house novel through an analysis of Forster’s Howards End and Waugh’s
Brideshead Revisited, each ruthless in its sabotage of the trope of bucolic
harmony. The traditionally pastoral focus of English fiction gives way to a highmodernist urban narrative, exemplified by Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway, and, later, to
realists such as Osborne and Sillitoe, through whose work Kalliney explores
postwar urban expansion and the cultural politics of the welfare state. Offering
fresh new readings of Lessing’s The Golden Notebook and Rushdie’s The Satanic
Verses, the author considers the postwar appropriation of domesticity, the
emergence of postcolonial literature, and the renovation of travel narratives in the
context of globalization. Kalliney suggests that it is largely one
city--London--through which national identity has been reframed. How and why this
transition came about is a process that Cities of Affluence and Anger depicts with
exceptional insight and originality.

National Cultures of the World
This book, which was published in time for the Earth Summit in Brazil in June 1992,
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is likely to make a huge impact on the political and economic agendas of
international policy makers. It summarizes the scientific findings of Working Group
I of the IPCC in the first part of the book. While acknowledging the uncertainties in
subsequent chapters, it challenges and expands upon the existing views on how
we should tackle the problems of climate change.

Cities of Affluence and Anger
Everyone, everyday, everywhere has to cope with climatic cold or heat to satisfy
survival needs, using money. This point of departure led to a decade of innovative
research on the basis of the tenet that climate and affluence influence each other's
impact on culture. Evert Van de Vliert discovered survival cultures in poor
countries with demanding cold or hot climates, self-expression cultures in rich
countries with demanding cold or hot climates, and easygoing cultures in poor and
rich countries with temperate climates. These findings have implications for the
cultural consequences of global warming and local poverty. Climate protection and
poverty reduction are used in combination to sketch four scenarios for shaping
cultures, from which the world community has to make a principal and principled
choice soon.

Holy Ground
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With applications throughout the social sciences, culture and psychology is a
rapidly growing field that has experienced a surge in publications over the last
decade. From this proliferation of books, chapters, and journal articles, exciting
developments have emerged in the relationship of culture to cognitive processes,
human development, psychopathology, social behavior, organizational behavior,
neuroscience, language, marketing, and other topics. In recognition of this
exponential growth, Advances in Culture and Psychology is the first annual series
to offer state-of-the-art reviews of scholarly research in the growing field of culture
and psychology. The Advances in Culture and Psychology series is: * Developing an
intellectual home for culture and psychology research programs * Fostering
bridges and connections among cultural scholars from across the discipline *
Creating a premier outlet for culture and psychology research * Publishing articles
that reflect the theoretical, methodological, and epistemological diversity in the
study of culture and psychology * Enhancing the collective identity of the culture
and psychology field Comprising chapters from internationally renowned culture
scholars and representing diversity in the theory and study of culture within
psychology, Advances in Culture and Psychology is an ideal resource for research
programs and academics throughout the psychology community.

Climate, Culture, Change
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Understanding Cross-Cultural Psychology
This book is about reactions to interpersonal conflict such as avoiding, negotiating,
and fighting. It breaks away from the prevailing assumption that conflict
behaviours are mutually isolated reactions having mutually isolated effects.
Instead, reactions are viewed as components of complex conflict behaviour that
influence each other's impact on the substantive and relational outcomes. The
simultaneous and sequential occurrence of, for example, problem solving and
fighting should therefore be studied together and not separately. The author
presents a ladder of stepwise increases in theoretical quality, and designs the
sequence of chapters in such a way that the theoretical value increases step by
step. The lower steps lead to the description of behavioural components and to a
model of integrative and distributive dimensions. The upper steps lead to the
dimensions of dual concern for one's own and the other's goals and to complexity
explanations in terms of the novel paradigm of conglomerated conflict behaviour.
The chapters are summarised into thirty-four interrelated propositions. Six
empirical studies demonstrate the validity of crucial propositions at each level of
the theoretical framework. This monograph primarily reaches out to an academic
readership. However, due to its clear structure, its comprehensive propositions, its
frequent use of figures, and its glossary, the book will also provide an invaluable
resource for any student and practitioner interested in conflict management and
negotiation.
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